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Hello, 
 

I look forward to meeting all of you for the Glam Clam Quilt class. Included is some pre-work and a 
few ideas to make our class more effective. At the end you’ll find a few pages of layout ideas and a 

coloring page. 

 
Choose from either the 8”, 9”, 10” or 12” Clammy to make the Glam Clam Quilt. (Save the 6” to play 

with after class!) If this is your first time sewing curves, then I suggest going bigger with the 10” or 12” 

Clammy. They are so much quicker and easier - trust me! You can purchase the pattern and template 

from the Stitchin’ Post (https://stitchinpost.com. 

 
You can select to work towards any size. You may finish a baby quilt out of a Clammy 12”. You can 

get a lot done on larger sizes and will go home confident enough in the technique to be able to finish 

your quilt easily. 

 
Pre-Work 

Your homework before class is to cut out your whole clamshells. This can take a while and I don’t 

want your whole class to be spent cutting out clamshells. If you can’t cut them all out, then at least cut 

out the first three rows. (Don’t be afraid to stack fabric and cut out more than one at a time!) We will 

cut out the peripheral shapes - sides, top, bottom, etc. during class. 

 
Layout 

Due to limited room in classroom, it’s best to make most layout decisions before class as well. Hint: 

scrappy is a great way to go for class! On the next few pages are some layout ideas for you to think 

about. Also, there is a coloring sheet for your use. Check out the #glamclamquilt hashtag on Insta- 

gram for further inspiration. 

 
Feel free to reach out to me at info@latifahsaafirstudios.com if you have questions! 

Thanks! And I look forward to meeting you and sewing with you. 
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Supplies for Class 
Supplies: 

Sewing Machine 

Glam Clam Quilt pattern 

The Clammy™ 8”, 9, 10” or 12” acrylic template 

Fabric requirements vary by size and are included in the pattern 
Coordinating thread for piecing 

A few straight pins 

Rotary Cutter (45 mm is good for 10” and 12”; 28 mm is good for The Clammy™ 8” and 9”) 

Cutting Mat 

Small Acrylic Ruler - at least 12 1/2” Long 

 
Optional Supplies: 

1/4” foot with flange for your sewing machine - strongly suggested 

Knee lift - if your machine has one bring it 

Stiletto (like The Purple Thing) 

 

Glam Clam Layout Options 
 

 

There are MANY options 

for the layout of your Glam 

Clam quilt! Check the 

#glamclamquilt hashtag 

on Instagram for a TON 

of great quilts. Here are a 

few ideas. On the last page 

there is a coloring page 

where you can play and 

come up with your own lay- 

outs! The pattern has color- 

ing pages included specific 

to your quilt and Clammy™ 

size. 

 
The Glam Clam to the right 

which was designed for 

Robert Kaufman, clams are 

grouped with like colors 

with pops of brights. 



More Layouts 
 

These two quilts are both scrappy, scrappy, scrappy! Scrappy is fun and 

easy and a great layout option for Glam Clam quilts! Neon and Neutral on 

the left has a strategic selection of tan neutral fabrics with pops of neon 

yellow, red and blue. First Kiss on the right is just a fun scrappy quilt. 
 
 

 

Ombre or in (sorta) color order! Each 

successive row includes a 

slightly darker color. Can be made 

with prints or solids. 

Rainbow - in color order! Once again, 

can be made in solids or prints. 

  



Glam Clam Coloring Page 
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